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INTRODUCTION

Water is a fundamental element of human life.

“Mní wičhóni” or “Water is life”, declares the Lakota phrase, central to the indigenous protest movement at Standing Rock, USA. Concurrently, control over water translates into political and economic power. This is especially so in the global context where water scarcity is a real concern.

Positioning itself as a global leader in the development of innovative technological solutions to global issues including homeland security, agriculture and technology, Israel has long been using water technology to whitewash its settler-colonial project.

According to the Israel Export Institute, Israel exports around US$ 2 billion in water technologies annually.¹ As previous research by Who Profits and others have documented, these technological developments are predicated on and are enabled by the unhinged structural exploitation and dispossession of occupied Palestinian and Syrian people and their natural resources. Mekorot, Israel’s National Water Company plays a critical role in advancing this agenda in the water sector.

Mekorot has an almost complete monopoly over water extraction and the supply of over 1.5 billion cubic meters of water to Israeli households and industry on both sides of the Green Line, in service of an Israeli water sector that is contingent on the exploitation of occupied natural resources, and the violation of Palestinian and Syrian communities’ rights.

This report opens with a review of Israeli control over water resources across historic Palestine, examining Mekorot’s role in facilitating Israel’s regime of water apartheid, and the use of water policies to promote Israel’s colonial settlement expansion and the displacement of Palestinian communities. Mekorot is a central facilitator of this embedded dispossession systematically denying adequate Palestinian access to water, leading to structured dependency and the captivity of the Palestinian water sector.

We then detail the implications of the de-development and captivity of the Palestinian water sector – a dependency Mekorot has a vested financial interest in maintaining.

Finally, we list the deals struck between Mekorot and governments around the world in recent years, used by Israel to advance its diplomatic efforts on a global scale - in the MENA region in particular - following the signing of the Abraham Accords.

This publication will also highlight the role of Mekorot in implementing the Israeli Government’s 2020 Water Master Plan to expand water facilities and double the water supply to settlements in the occupied West Bank. ²

This report is a follow-up to the Who Profit’s previous Flash Report - Mekorot’s Involvement in the Israeli Occupation.

¹ Berkovich, Aviv. (n.d.) In a world thirsty for advanced water solutions - Israel can play a central role (Hebrew) Israel Export Institute.
ISRAELI CONTROL OVER WATER RESOURCES

Gaining control of and securing the exploitation of Palestinian and Syrian water resources is imperative to Israel’s ongoing settler-colonial project. Control of this key resource directly fuels Israel’s economic growth - the agricultural sector in particular - and has been used to systematically deny adequate Palestinian access to water, crippling both human and economic development. The takeover of water resources is integral to the settlement enterprise, land grabs and population displacement, and is a main pillar in the dispossession of Palestinians to this day.

Mekorot is a central facilitator of this embedded dispossession. Founded in 1937, Mekorot played a central role in the Zionist colonial project before the establishment of the Israeli state in 1948 by providing water and infrastructure for new settlement households and agriculture. The company took part in planning the Israeli future state’s water plants and formulating the first national water plan as early as 1944. In the 1940s, Mekorot established its first water plant in the Naqb which was vital for the subsequent establishment of 11 Jewish settlements.

Today, Israel holds exclusive control over all water resources between the Jordan River and the Mediterranean Sea (except for a short section of the Coastal Aquifer that runs under Gaza), including the Sea of Galilee and all water resources in the occupied Syrian Golan. The main source of benign natural water in historic Palestine is groundwater, originating from two main groundwater aquifers - the Mountain Aquifer and the Coastal Aquifer.

Jordan River and Mountain Aquifer

The Mountain Aquifer is the main and highest-quality groundwater basin in the region. It is located west of the Jordan River, covering a central area of the West Bank and extending across both sides of the Green Line. The natural outlets for the subterranean waters are springs located along the western foothills and the Jordan Valley area in the West Bank.

Since Israel’s occupation of the West Bank in 1967, Israeli authorities have denied Palestinians access to water from the Jordan River (the only above-ground water basin in the West Bank) making the Mountain Aquifer the only water resource available to Palestinians in the West Bank. In 1967, Israel also imposed strict policies controlling the use of the Mountain Aquifer and has since extended its control over the aquifer, plundering its resources for Israelis on both sides of the Green Line.

Groundwater and surface water are the central resources of the Israeli water sector - the Mountain Aquifer is the main groundwater reservoir used by the Israeli water system, with 87% of its water used by Israelis and only 13% by Palestinians as of 2021.

---

3 The Central Zionist Archives. From the drawing table to the ceremony stage (Hebrew).
4 Mekorot: Our History (Hebrew).
5 B’Tselem. (2017, November 11). Water Crisis. Updated 2021 June 3
8 Varon, G. (2020, December 15). 1,500 meters underground: the water drilling that will save agriculture in the Golan (Hebrew). N12
9 Palestinian access to water & attacks on WASH structures in Area C: occupied Palestinian territory. (2021, May 3). ReliefWeb.
Coastal Aquifer and Mount Hermon Aquifer

The Coastal Aquifer basin stretches along the eastern Mediterranean coast from the northern Sinai Peninsula in Egypt, via Gaza to Mount Carmel in the north.\(^\text{10}\)

The Mount Hermon Aquifer in the occupied Syrian Golan is the main source of water for the Jordan River.

Of the 2 billion cubic meters of natural and desalinated water consumed by Israel annually, about 50% originates from pumping groundwater produced from drilling in aquifers.

Mekorot pumps about two-thirds of all drilling water.\(^\text{11}\) As of 2023, Mekorot has 45\(^\text{12}\) drillings in the occupied West Bank.\(^\text{13}\)

\(^{10}\) Coastal Aquifer Basin | Inventory of Shared Water Resources in Western Asia. (2013). Waterinventory.org.
\(^{12}\) Webpage inactive as of January 2023
\(^{13}\) The Government Water and Sewage Authority. (2018, November 27). Water Authority drilling [Hebrew] [Data set]. Last updated 1 January 2023
Mediterranean - Water Desalination

In 2000, the Israeli government introduced a long-term, large-scale seawater desalination plan aimed to increase Israel's water reserves.\textsuperscript{14}

In 2018, the Israeli government passed Resolution No.3866, Strategic plan for dealing with periods of drought in the water sector in the years 2018–2030.\textsuperscript{15} According to the plan, the government will act to increase the supply of desalinated water to 1.1 billion cubic meters by 2030. Between 2020 and 2021, 533 million cubic meters (hereafter: MCM) of Israeli water consumption was comprised of desalinated seawater,\textsuperscript{16} and as of today, some 75% of the water Israel consumes comes directly from the Mediterranean.

Israel's enormous desalination capacity has allowed it to integrate this into its export diplomacy, as part of measures designed to enhance and normalize its political power in the region. In November 2021, Israel and Jordan signed an agreement, through which Israel will supply up to 200 MCM of desalinated water to Jordan in exchange for 600 megawatts of solar electricity provided by Jordan.\textsuperscript{17} In March 2022, Mekorot signed an agreement to develop and upgrade the water economy of the Kingdom of Bahrain, the first of its kind for an Israeli-government company, which leveraged the Abraham Accords signed that year. Under the agreement, signed with the Bahrain Electricity and Water Authority, Mekorot will provide consulting, planning, and support services in several fields, including seawater and brackish water desalination.\textsuperscript{18}

While Israel utilizes its access to the Mediterranean for its own economic and geopolitical interests, Palestinians in the West Bank have no access to the Mediterranean at all, while Gaza’s access to the sea is extremely limited - when permitted. Gaza’s besieged residents have access only to its coastline and a one-nautical mile strip of the sea at each end of it and have varying restrictions on sea access that range from three to nine nautical miles off the coast.\textsuperscript{19}

Israel arbitrarily restricts access to Gaza’s territorial waters - sometimes amounting to a full maritime closure - as a means of punishment and exerting pressure on the population.\textsuperscript{20} These restrictions are enforced by the Israeli Navy patrolling the sea offshore Gaza’s coast, using live fire against vessels and fishermen.\textsuperscript{21}

\textsuperscript{14} Tal, Dalia. (2020, December 3). A plan for the desalination of 137 million cubic meters of brackish water in six facilities. (Hebrew). \textit{Globes}.
\textsuperscript{15} Prime Minister’s Office. (2018, June 10). A strategic plan to deal with periods of drought in the water sector in the years 2018 – 2030 (Hebrew).
\textsuperscript{17} Fischer, Israel. (2021, November 22). Israel and Jordan signed an electricity for water agreement, now the questions arise (Hebrew). \textit{The Marker}.
\textsuperscript{18} Mekorot. \textit{International Operations}.
\textsuperscript{19} Gisha. (2021, September 1). \textit{Gaza Up Close}.
\textsuperscript{20} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{21} Adalah. (2021, April 29). Human rights organizations demanded to cancel the closure of the fishing area of the Gaza Strip (Hebrew).
WATER IN THE WEST BANK

Not long after the Israeli occupation of the West Bank, including East Jerusalem and Gaza in June 1967, the Israeli military authorities consolidated total control over all water resources and water-related infrastructure in the occupied Palestinian territory (hereafter: oPt).

On August 15, 1967, the Israeli military General of Central Command and commander of the Israeli military forces in the West Bank area issued Military Order No.92: Concerning Powers Regarding Water Laws (West Bank area), 1967. The order transferred authority over all water laws and regulations in the area starting from June 7, 1967, to the Israeli military commander. In November 1967, the Israeli military authorities issued Military Order No.158, compelling Palestinians to obtain a permit from the military commander to operate any water facility or to build a new facility. According to this order, the operation of any facility or structure intended for the extraction of water, including drilling or the diversion of water from any water source, requires a license from the Israeli military. Already existing facilities also required a license to continue their activities. The military commander can refuse to grant a license without providing a reason and may revoke the license, change it, or change any of its conditions at any given time. Violation of the order conditions is punishable by six months in prison, or a fine.

Following the establishment of the Israeli Civil Administration (hereafter: ICA) in 1981 through the authority of the military commander25 a water officer acting on its behalf was appointed to implement the water laws, including enforcement matters.

In 1982, West Bank water infrastructure, then controlled by the Israeli military, was handed over to Mekorot through a military order. Today, Mekorot’s operations in the West Bank are under the supervision of the ICA. The company carries out maintenance, operation, and development of the water system in Area C, primarily for Israeli settlements in the area. Mekorot also takes part in ICA and military activities monitoring and limiting Palestinian use of water in the occupied West Bank by operating special measures used to detect alleged ‘water theft’ by Palestinian communities thirsty for water.

Such means include active participation in disconnecting Palestinian water connections in cooperation with the Israeli Police and military, as well as the development and use of security-based technologies in the occupied West Bank targeting those trying to obtain water to survive.

In October 2020, the Israeli Ministry of Water Resources approved Mekorot’s plan to thread a smart

24 IDF. (1969, December 29). Proclamations, orders and appointments of the headquarters of the IDF forces in the West Bank region (Arabic and Hebrew).
26 Shomron Regional Council. (2015, June 11). Issues regarding the powers, duties and rights of the localities of the Shomron Regional Council - cooperative societies and local committees as "water suppliers" (Hebrew).
31 Granz, Nati. (2010, August 29). Water war: The Ministry of Infrastructure has declared an all-out war on water theft in Judea and Samaria, Tashiot industry and energy infrastructure portal (Hebrew).
32 Bareket, Amiram (2020, October 7). Mekorot will invest NIS 30 million in switching to the use of an optical fiber network (Hebrew). Globes.
fiber optics system in its pipeline infrastructure\textsuperscript{33} spread over an estimated 12,000 km,\textsuperscript{34} including Area C in the occupied West Bank.\textsuperscript{35} The project was estimated to reach a total cost of approximately 100 million Israeli Shekel (hereafter: NIS) over five years.\textsuperscript{36}

The system is used to monitor Mekorot’s pipelines and alert attempts at unauthorized use.\textsuperscript{37} The optical fiber cables are laid in the ground next to the water line every few kilometers and can detect changes in water pressure sensors up to five meters from it. The system is connected to Mekorot command and control systems that can cross-reference data and send a team to the area.\textsuperscript{38} According to Mekorot, the technology is based on an Israeli military technology used in Lebanon.\textsuperscript{39}

Before the approval of the plan, Mekorot tested the use of optical fibers in the occupied West Bank.\textsuperscript{40} In January 2021, Mekorot deployed the optical fiber system along the route of a new 27km water line connecting the Barkan, Elkana, and Ariel settlements to the Tapuach, Shilo and Elon Moreh settlements.\textsuperscript{41} The system was also deployed in the Jordan Valley.\textsuperscript{42}

In addition to monitoring water piping, the fibers will be used to expand the provision of telecommunication infrastructure to settlements in the West Bank. In December 2022, the Minister of Communications approved Mekorot’s leasing of its fiber infrastructure to telecommunication companies.\textsuperscript{43} This will allow communication companies access to Mekorot’s infrastructure in remote areas in the occupied West Bank without the need for approval from the ICA to establish new infrastructure, allowing them to provide their services to the settlements at a much lower cost.\textsuperscript{44} According to estimates, this infrastructure has the potential to generate revenue for Mekorot of around NIS 70 million from each lessee company.\textsuperscript{45}

De-development and Captivity of the Palestinian Water Sector

The Paris Protocols cemented Israel’s domination over the region’s water resources through the terms of Article 40 of the Oslo II Accord of 1995, by codifying Israeli restrictions on Palestinian movement and access to infrastructure equipment, and mandating Israeli-issued permits for all water structures in Area C.\textsuperscript{46} Area C, which is under full Israeli military control, constitutes over 60% of the West Bank and contains the majority of agricultural land, water sources and underground reservoirs of the oPt.\textsuperscript{47}

\textsuperscript{33} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{34} Abou, Avior. (2021, April 11). \textit{Mekorot will compete with Bezeq; will lease fiber infrastructure} (Hebrew). Calcalist.
\textsuperscript{35} Bergman, Roi. (2021, September 9). \textit{Mekorot will deploy optical fiber to Elkayot through the water pipeline} (Hebrew). Calcalist.
\textsuperscript{36} Abou, Avior. (2021, April 11). \textit{Mekorot will compete with Bezeq; will lease fiber infrastructure} (Hebrew). Calcalist.
\textsuperscript{37} Bergman, Roi. (2021, September 9). \textit{Mekorot will deploy optical fiber to Elkayot through the water pipeline} (Hebrew). Calcalist.
\textsuperscript{38} Raviv, Erez. (2020, October 7). \textit{Possibility of fast communication in the periphery: Mekorot plans to deploy optical fibers in the water pipelines to prevent leaks} (Hebrew). Davor.
\textsuperscript{39} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{40} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{41} Peretz, Gad. (2022, January 27). \textit{Sources are in talks towards obtaining a communication license} (Hebrew). Globes.
\textsuperscript{42} Fischer, Israel. (2021, April 11). \textit{Instead of Bezeq’s canals: Partner and Cellcom are in talks with sources about the retirement of optical fibers} (Hebrew). The Marker.
\textsuperscript{43} Mosteki, Adiel Eitan. (2022, December 26). \textit{Not only water and road; Mekorot and Ayalon Highways will be able to provide fiber infrastructure} (Hebrew). Calcalist.
\textsuperscript{44} Fischer, Israel. (2021, April 11). \textit{Instead of Bezeq’s canals: Partner and Cellcom are in talks with sources about the retirement of optical fibers} (Hebrew). The Marker.
\textsuperscript{45} Abou, Avior. (2021, April 11). \textit{Mekorot will compete with Bezeq; will lease fiber infrastructure} (Hebrew). Calcalist.
\textsuperscript{46} Aviram, Ram; Hindi, Ahmad & Abu Hammour, Saad. (2020, December 14) \textit{Coping with Water Scarcity in the Jordan River Basin}. The Century Foundation.
\textsuperscript{47} Nations, Human Rights Council. (2021, September 23). \textit{The allocation of water resources in the Occupied Palestinian Territory, including East Jerusalem: Report of the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights.}
The Oslo Accords stipulate that 80% of the water pumped from the Mountain Aquifer in the West Bank will be allocated for Israeli use, with the remaining 20% for Palestinian use. Under the agreement, Israelis enjoy an unlimited water supply while Palestinian supply is restricted to a predetermined amount.\textsuperscript{48}

Through constraints on the Joint Water Committee (hereafter: JWC), created through the Oslo Accords, Israel has systematically blocked Palestinian water development and maintenance projects, including the extraction of groundwater without Israeli approval - thus in practice, Palestinians extract even less water than that specified in the agreement.\textsuperscript{49} This is done through the restriction of Palestinian access to large parts of the West Bank by settlements, apartheid roads, settlement infrastructure, and closed military zones, and restrictions on the import of equipment needed for drilling and pumping water, which require approval by Israeli military authorities.\textsuperscript{50} This equipment includes drills for water wells, deep pumps, and steel pipes for drilling casing, among other things.\textsuperscript{51}

Two decades after the interim agreement period ended, it continues to govern the Palestinian water sector today, now completely dependent on Israel for water connection infrastructure to Palestinian villages and towns, in a system facilitated by Mekorot.

Prevented from maintaining independent infrastructure and denied sufficient water supply, the Palestinian Water Authority (PWA) is forced to purchase its water from Mekorot,\textsuperscript{52} acting as a mere middleman and “money collector” for the company.

Israel’s control over Area C enables the plunder of its natural resources, for the use of Israelis on both sides of the Green Line, facilitated by Mekorot which enjoys almost unlimited access to water resources in the West Bank. In 2021, more than 80% of the annual water supply of the West Bank, 91 MCM, was purchased from Mekorot,\textsuperscript{53} much of which has been extracted from the Mountain Aquifer within the West Bank. In 2021, water sales to the Palestinian Authority (and Jordan) increased by 31% compared to 2020.\textsuperscript{54}

As the largest water supplier in the oPt, Mekorot collects huge sums of money from the sale of defined quantities of water to the Palestinian Authority (hereafter: PA) according to the rate determined in the Water Agreement Price Protocol.\textsuperscript{55} In 2020 and 2021, Mekorot’s annual revenue under the agreement for water supply in the oPt was around NIS 268 million and about NIS 287 million, respectively.\textsuperscript{56} This does not include additional payment for any quantity beyond the 46,169 MCM defined in the water agreement, charged according to a marginal rate of NIS 3.607 per cubic meter.\textsuperscript{57}

The amount charged to the Palestinian Authority for water consumption is deducted every month by the Israel Tax Authority,\textsuperscript{58} from the Palestinian tax revenues Israel collects on its behalf and holds

\begin{thebibliography}{99}
\bibitem{49} Ibid.
\bibitem{50} The Ministry of Defense. (2020, August 31). \textit{The Civil Administration in the West Bank, Online forms for Judea and Samaria} (Hebrew).
\bibitem{51} Chamber of Commerce; Peres Center for Peace and Innovation; Norwegian Embassy. (2015). \textit{Israelis and Palestinians do business} (Hebrew).
\bibitem{52} State of Palestine Water Authority. (2022, March 22). \textit{The Palestinian Water Authority (PWA) and the Palestinian Central Bureau of Statistics (PCBS) Issue a joint Press Release on the Occasion of the World Water Day}.
\bibitem{54} Liberman, Guy. (2021, November 23). \textit{Mekorot: 10% of the water supply in 2021 was provided to Jordan and the Palestinian Authority} (Hebrew). Globes.
\bibitem{55} State of Israel Water Authority. (2009, March). \textit{The Issue of Water between Israel and the Palestinians}.
\bibitem{56} Mekorot. \textit{2021 Annual Report}.
\bibitem{57} State Comptroller. (2020). \textit{Reports on the audit in local government 2020: Selected issues in the water sector in the Shomron}.
\bibitem{58} Ibid.
\end{thebibliography}
hostage. Israel's withholding of Palestinian clearance revenues is repeatedly weaponized and used as a punitive measure against the Palestinian Authority to exert political pressure. In this way, the Palestinian water sector's constant debt serves Israel's colonial domination while generating profits for Israeli corporations and draining the Palestinian budget.

**Discrimination in Water Prices**

Not only are Palestinians forced to purchase water originating on their land from Mekorot, but the company also charges them higher rates than Israelis. Mekorot sells water to the PA at NIS 2.863 per cubic meter,⁵⁹ while Israeli water corporations providing water to Israelis on both sides of the Green Line enjoy significantly lower rates.⁶⁰ In comparison, Yuvalim BaShomron, the water corporation owned by the Ariel settlement municipality, and the Karnei Shomron settlement local council, pay Mekorot NIS 0.3⁶¹ per cubic meter.⁶² Mei Avivim, the water corporation owned by the Tel-Aviv-Jaffa municipality, pays the same amount. Hagihon Company, which provides water to the Jerusalem area, including Israeli settlements and settlement neighborhoods in occupied East Jerusalem and several settlements in the West Bank, pays NIS 0.935 per cubic meter.⁶³ The company also sells the water it purchases from Mekorot to the PA and the Ramallah water factory.⁶⁴

---

⁵⁹ NIS 2.8 per cubic meter up to the permitted amount (46,169 million cubic meters) and NIS 3.607 beyond the permitted amount.
⁶¹ No VAT.
⁶³ Ibid.
Asymmetrical Allocation of Water

Water dependency and the captivity of the Palestinian water sector enable Israel to systematically deny Palestinians access to adequate water.

While the average Israeli water consumption per person is about 200 liters of water per day, the daily allocation per person is only 85.6 liters in the West Bank and 77 liters of water per day in Gaza. Thus, the average Palestinian water consumption per capita is less than the minimum recommended level globally, according to the 100 liters per day standard of the World Health Organization.

Despite paying higher rates, Mekorot prioritizes Israeli settlements over the Palestinian communities dependent on the company’s network. Palestinian communities in the West Bank frequently suffer from a restricted water supply, reduced flow and pressure, and lengthy water outages, while neighboring Israeli settlements enjoy an unrestricted water supply. For example, Israeli settlers in the settlement of Ma‘ale Adumim have access to a water supply roughly four times greater than that of Palestinians in East Jerusalem.

---

Denial of Palestinian access to water impacts Palestinian industries and productive sectors, leading to further dependence on, and the captivity of the overall Palestinian economy in Israel. The effects are particularly visible in the agricultural sector which is largely dependent on water for irrigation. Palestinian use of water for agriculture is estimated to be about a tenth of Israel's use.68 This has had a devastating impact on the sector's production and profitability. Lack of water ultimately leads to economic collapse from unemployment and food insecurity, which affect social aspects and have severe environmental and public health consequences. This, in turn, results in inadequate access to services, establishing structural impediments to economic and social development. Israel thus utilizes its control over resources, including water, to advance its geopolitical agenda of control and economic development.

**Water Scarcity in the West Bank – Displacement Through Lack of Water Supply**

Roughly 14,000 Palestinians living in approximately 180 communities in Area C have no connection to a water network and are without water infrastructure,69 a practice mobilized as part of a multitude of mechanisms to drive Palestinians off their land.

As a result of the extensive extraction from the Mountain Aquifer by Mekorot, water resources in the West Bank are drying out, resulting in reduced water quantity in springs and wells,70 which are the main water resource for rural communities not connected to a water network or those that are poorly supplied. Many Palestinian communities not connected to the water grid have no choice but to purchase water tanks at much higher prices - reaching up to US$ 100 for a water tank,71 which many can’t afford.

**Destruction and Confiscation of Water Infrastructure and Equipment**

Israeli authorities regularly confiscate and destroy Palestinian water infrastructure - water pipelines, and water tanks, including property provided as humanitarian aid.72 In the first six weeks of 2023 alone, the Israeli military demolished dozens of water tanks and confiscated water equipment in at least six Palestinian villages in the occupied West Bank.73 These measures form just one mechanism of forced displacement.

In January 2023, the Israeli military demolished a swimming pool and damaged 13 water tanks in the village of ‘Ein a-Duyuk a-Tahta, west of Jericho, confiscated a digger used to clean a water reservoir in the village of Furush Beit Dajan in the central Jordan Valley, demolished the homes of two families, and destroyed their water tanks and a power grid belonging to them in the village of al-Jiftlik in

---

69 Ibid.
the central Jordan Valley, and sealed a well in the town of al-Mughayyer, northeast of Ramallah.\textsuperscript{74} In the first half of February 2023, the Israeli military destroyed two water tanks in the village of Fasayil al-Wasta in the Jordan Valley and demolished a rainwater cistern used for irrigation in the village of al-Buweib in the South Hebron Hills.\textsuperscript{75}

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{demolition.jpg}
\caption{Demolition of a rainwater cistern in al-Buweib in the South Hebron Hills. Photo by Nasser Nawaj‘ah, B’Tselem, 12 February 2023.}
\end{figure}

**Masafer Yatta**

Many of the communities in the West Bank enduring these policies and restrictions are communities facing imminent expulsion by Israeli authorities. In the Masafer Yatta area in the South Hebron Hills, more than 1,000 of the area’s residents are facing forcible expulsion, approved by Israel’s High Court, following the designation of their land to be used by the Israeli military as a firing zone. Israel prohibited these communities from connecting to power and water grids\textsuperscript{76} and has repeatedly demolished homes,\textsuperscript{77} classrooms,\textsuperscript{78} and agricultural structures\textsuperscript{79} belonging to the area’s residents, including water wells and equipment. In January 2023, Israeli authorities gave notification of the intended demolition of three water wells belonging to a resident.\textsuperscript{80} This adds to the military’s razing of four water wells

---

\textsuperscript{74} Wafa Palestine News Agency. (2023, January 4). *Israeli forces demolish structure, seal water well and uproot olive saplings near Ramallah.* Wafa.

\textsuperscript{75} B’tselem. (2023, May 10). *Facing Expulsion.*

\textsuperscript{76} B’tselem. (2023, January 2). *Press Release: Fast-tracked war crime: Israel informs Palestinians from Masafer Yatta of imminent expulsion.*

\textsuperscript{77} United Nations Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs. (2022, July 6). *Fact Sheet: Masafer Yatta communities at risk of forcible transfer.*

\textsuperscript{78} B’tselem. (2022, November 23). *Israel demolishes school in Masafer Yatta as part of effort to drive Palestinians out of area.*

\textsuperscript{79} POICA. (2021, December 2). *The Occupation Demolished Residential and Agricultural Structures in Masafer Yatta / South Hebron.*

\textsuperscript{80} The Palestinian Return Centre. (2023, January 8). *Israel Orders Demolition of Five Palestinian Homes, 3 Water Wells in Masafer Yatta.*
in the area,\textsuperscript{81} the destruction of a water pipe that served fifteen families,\textsuperscript{82} and the cutting of water supply lines.\textsuperscript{83} 

Control over water resources has been an integral part of Israel’s strategic decision-making on where to establish settlements and the expansion of its settlement enterprise. It is not by chance that the construction of settlement blocks took place in areas containing the majority of agricultural land, water sources, and underground reservoirs of the West Bank. Israeli settlements significantly impact Palestinian access to natural resources through land grabs, expropriation of Palestinian water springs and wells, and creation of a buffer that physically separates Palestinians from their water sources.\textsuperscript{84} Israel’s construction of the Apartheid Wall in the West Bank, which began in 2002, consolidated Israeli control over the water in the so-called Seam Zone area, further isolating Palestinian communities from their water sources, leaving over 150 wells and dozens of springs west of the wall.\textsuperscript{85} The route of the Wall strategically leaves the majority of the Western Mountain Aquifer trapped between the Wall and the Green Line, giving Israel additional control over the basin and annexing the mass of the Western Aquifer.\textsuperscript{86}

MEKOROT IN SERVICE OF SETTLEMENTS

Mekorot carries out enormous infrastructure projects in advance of Israeli plans to connect its settlements to the National Water System to ease water access for settlements in an attempt to apply de facto sovereignty in the West Bank.  

Settlement Agriculture in the Jordan Valley

Water is essential for settlement production and agriculture, which constitute an important pillar for the profitable settlement-based Israeli export sector and the Israeli occupation economy itself.

Such is the case of the Jordan Valley and the northern part of the Dead Sea, where some of the most fertile areas in the West Bank are located and which is home to the Israeli date industry. Israel produces about 50,000 tons of dates annually, the majority of which originate from plantations in the northern Dead Sea and the Jordan Valley in the West Bank. Israel exports about 28,000 tons of dates per year, about 50% of its total production. The majority of Medjool dates in Europe are imported from Israel. Date palm trees require large amounts of water, about 1 cubic meter of water per day for at least two months.

In 2020, the Israeli Water Authority approved the connection of the Jordan Valley settlements to Mekorot’s National Water System in addition to a project to transport water from the Sea of Galilee for the benefit of the agricultural associations operating in the Jordan Valley. In March 2021, Mekorot completed the nine-month construction of new water infrastructure stretching around 40 km connecting the northern Dead Sea in the Jordan Valley north to the National Water System at an estimated cost of NIS 50 million. This project is meant to increase the water supply to settlement agriculture by an additional 4 MCM of water per year in preparation for the irrigation season.

Water consumption rates in Israeli settlements focusing on agriculture reach 300-440 liters/per capita/per day, while water consumption for some Palestinian communities drops to less than 50 liters/per capita/per day. Israeli settlement agriculture enjoys unlimited access to affordable water, while nearby rural Palestinian communities are struggling for their lives, facing water scarcity due to access restrictions imposed by the Israeli authorities, poor infrastructure, and the threat of confiscation of existing infrastructure.
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Israel’s Water Master Plan – Connecting West Bank settlements to the Israeli National Water System

Access to cheap and plentiful water is integral to sustaining and expanding the settlement project, enabling viable industry and acting as an incentive for both people and businesses to populate settlements.

In 2012, the Planning Division of the Water Authority prepared a "Master Plan for Water and Sewerage for the Israeli Systems in the West Bank" to expand the scope of water supply to the settlements and settlement industry. The plan was designed to formulate solutions for the development of the water supply systems, sewage treatment facilities, and reclamation systems for Israeli settlements in the occupied West Bank in two phases, based on consumption forecasts for the years 2030 and 2050.

The preparation of the plan was accompanied by a steering team that included Mekorot company personnel and representatives from Israeli settlements and from the Israeli Civil Administration, which estimated the total investment in the first phase of the plan (until 2030) at approximately NIS 741 million. The main components of the plan include the expansion of water lines (costing about NIS 480 million), investments in water storage (costing about NIS 138 million), and investments in pumping stations (costing about NIS 122 million). The steering team predicted that by 2030, the population in the West Bank is expected to number approximately 3.32 million residents, 580,000 of them in Jewish settlements.

In June 2020, Mekorot inaugurated a new water line connecting the West Bank to the National Water System as part of the implementation of the Master Plan. The new line stretches from the settlement of Alfei Menashe to the settlement of Elkana, adding a daily amount of around 6,000 MCM allocated from the National Water System to settlement localities for residential and agricultural use. In addition, the company inaugurated a new pumping station in the Barkan settlement industrial zone, which will transfer water to settlements in the east of the West Bank. The station is connected to the National Water Carrier from the town of Elishama in central Israel.

Within the framework of the plan, the Hotze Shomron facility, the main water facility in the central West Bank area will be upgraded to supply about 25.5 MCM of water per year and around 105.5 thousand cubic meters of water on a peak day. Its upgrade began in 2019 with the laying of the new Hotze Shomron (Cross West Bank) 30 km long water line connecting the National Water Carrier at a pumping station near the city of Kfar Saba, west of the Green Line, to a pumping station near the settlement of Kfar Tapuach in the center of the West Bank, located about 30 km east of the Green Line.
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The project also includes the upgrading and expansion of three water facilities in the West Bank providing water to settlements - the Nave water facility, supplying water to the settlement of Kdumim, the Northern Gav HaHar facility, supplying water produced from drilling in the settlements of Tapuach and Horon to the area's settlements, and the Southern Mountain facility supplying water to the settlements of Ali, Shiloh, Shvut Rahel, Migdalim and Ma'ale Levona.

Along with the advancement of the long-term master plan, Mekorot has increased the amount of water supplied for domestic and agricultural use in settlements in recent years through different infrastructure projects designed to fill the gaps between the demand for water and the existing supply in settlements. These included drilling new water wells near the settlements of Ariel and Kadumim; the operation of the Na'ale water station in the Mateh Binyamin settlement Regional Council, and the operation of the Shivtin 5 water station, which supplies water to the Hotze Shomron area.

**Settlement Outposts**

Mekorot also supplies water to “unauthorized” Israeli settlement outposts in the occupied West Bank, some of which are built on privately owned Palestinian land. Such is the case of Ma'on Farm, and Avigayil and Mitzpe Ya’ir settlement outposts, all partially built on private Palestinian land and connected directly to Mekorot's water network. In Mitzpe Ya’ir, the outpost’s main water line connecting to Mekorot infrastructure is laid on private Palestinian land.
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The Fifth Water System to Jerusalem

Water also makes its way west of the Green Line into the West Bank, supplying settlements and settlement production in service of Israel's settlement expansion agenda.

In October 2022, Mekorot completed six years of construction of a new water transmission system to Jerusalem, the Fifth Water System to Jerusalem, which will be the main water transmission infrastructure to the Jerusalem area and neighboring settlements and factories.\(^{104}\)

The water system was built at a total cost of NIS 2.5 billion\(^{105}\) and is expected to meet the future water needs of Jerusalem and its surroundings until 2065 by transporting desalinated seawater from facilities in the Mediterranean coastline to Jerusalem and the surrounding settlements.\(^{106}\) The new system will be able to transport around 450 MCM of water, a volume that can provide for 4 million people, and is equivalent to 75% of the total desalinated water currently supplied to Israeli households,\(^{107}\) facilitating the expansion of settlements and infrastructure in the occupied West Bank and occupied East Jerusalem.

The project, carried out by Mekorot and its subsidiary, EMS Mekorot Projects, is one of the company’s largest projects. The project was defined by the Israeli government as a national infrastructure project, and according to Mekorot, is a strategic project due to its importance for Jerusalem and its neighboring settlements, and for the selling of water to the PA under the Water Agreement.\(^{108}\)
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WATER IN EAST JERUSALEM

Palestinian residents of Jerusalem suffer from a lack of access to adequate water and sanitation infrastructure and services. They do not receive a regular supply of water in sufficient amounts, with the water supply lower than the minimum threshold set by the World Health Organization. Only around half of the Palestinian population in occupied East Jerusalem can legally connect to the Israel Water Authority’s water grid. This is due to Jerusalem Municipality's discriminatory planning policy, which promotes increasing Israeli settlements while reducing Palestinian presence in the city as it is impossible for Palestinians to obtain building permits and they are also not allowed to connect to the water network. Furthermore, intentional neglect of Palestinian residential areas has led to the dilapidation of water and sanitation infrastructure - over a third of Palestinian households are not connected to the sewage network.

Ras Khamis, Ras Shehadah, Dahiyat al-Salam, Kufr Aqab, and Shuafat refugee camp - occupied and later annexed by Israel - although under Jerusalem’s jurisdiction, are disconnected from the city by the Israeli wall. Even though residents of these areas continue to pay municipal taxes, the water infrastructure in place is only sufficient for a fifth of the number of residents. The neighborhoods do not have a valid outline plan, so it is impossible to obtain building permits and connect to the water and sewer pipes in a regulated manner. Most of the residents are not connected to the water network and consume water through makeshift pipes, storage tanks, and water pumps, and the water flow is weak and frequently interrupted. Some are connected to water and sewerage with pirated connections.

In 2015, it was estimated that of around 80,000 residents, the sewage infrastructure was adapted to service only 15,000 residents, and only 300 houses were connected to water meters. The Israeli Water Authority has since refused to lay additional infrastructure and connect the houses to water, claiming that most of the residents live in houses that were built without a permit, leaving no long-term solution to the water shortage in the neighborhoods in sight.
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GAZA

Israel’s colonization - including the 15 years of sea, sky, and land siege imposed on Gaza - has crippled its water sector and subjected Gaza to a perpetually acute water crisis, with only 10% of its population able to access safe and clean drinking water.114

As part of the strict restrictions on the movement of goods into Gaza, Israel prevents the entry of equipment urgently needed for the maintenance and improvement of Gaza’s water and sewage systems.115 Deprivation of such equipment and the severe damage caused by Israel’s repeated military onslaughts targeting civilian infrastructure has brought Gaza’s water sector to collapse. The Gaza Water Services department is unable to repair faults in iron pipes which were damaged by Israeli bombings, and the outdated infrastructure of approximately 500 water and sewage facilities in Gaza suffer from a shortage of valves, filters, pumps, pipes, electro-mechanical equipment, electric cables, spare parts for service cars and items for computers and computer systems for supervision, control, data collection and operation.116 In the absence of these necessary parts and repeated malfunctions, drinking water is polluted and sewage was discharged into the sea.117

In addition to the destruction and crippling of water infrastructure, Israel exploits 75% of Gaza’s only natural source of water - the Coastal Aquifer that runs under it.118 As a result, more than 97% of the water pumped from the Gaza Coastal Aquifer, comprising 23% of the Coastal Aquifer,119 does not meet the standards of the World Health Organization.120

With most of the water being pumped by Israel, the Gaza Coastal Aquifer is severely threatened by excess pumping121 and pollution from untreated sewage and seawater intrusions.122 Thus, despite Gaza’s urgent need for alternative drinking water sources to meet the increasing demand for water, it is systematically denied to do so by Israel.123 Israel prevents Gaza from developing additional resources and bans drilling new wells in areas of the coastal aquifer that are not contaminated124 and restricts access to the Mediterranean, leaving Gaza to dry.

Moreover, by denying Gaza access to adequate electricity, Israel prevents its capacity to utilize desalination technology to increase access to water. Seawater desalination is an energy-intensive process that requires electricity, a commodity also controlled by Israel in besieged Gaza, which suffers from an acute energy shortage, with electricity available only several hours each day.125 This means that de-
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salination facilities and water purification facilities often operate using emergency diesel generators in a very limited capacity. This is also the case for wastewater treatment which requires electricity to pump wastewater from homes, transport it to wastewater treatment plants and operate treatment facilities.  

Mekorot – A Prime Beneficiary

Israel's plunder of Gaza's water resources, the prevention of access to equipment, and the active destruction of infrastructure, all lead to an acute water shortage and an underdeveloped industry under captivity, forced to depend on Mekorot.

Prevented from maintaining an independent water sector, Gaza must purchase additional water from Mekorot. As of 2022, around 15 MCM of water in Gaza is purchased from Mekorot annually, almost double the amount purchased in 2005. Mekorot transfers the water through three main water lines spread along the Israeli-built fences surrounding Gaza. The payments are collected by the Israeli Water Authority every month at a rate of NIS 2.57 to NIS 3.54 per cubic meter of water. The lack of water and sanitation infrastructure in Gaza has forced an estimated 97% of the population to rely on unregulated private water tankers and small informal desalination plants for its drinking water. As of 2020 over 20,000 families cannot afford to buy safe drinking water.

The Mediterranean – A Source of Livelihood

Until 2000, Gaza’s fishing sector provided a significant source of employment for over 10,000 fishing families. Under the blockade, Israel exclusively controls Gaza’s territorial waters and restricts access to fishing areas in the sea. Along with import and export limitations and lack of access to outside markets imposed by Israel as part of the blockade, this has led to the near-collapse of the industry and thousands of families have lost their livelihoods.

The remaining fishermen are under constant threat of violence inflicted on them by the Israeli Navy. Between January and May 2022, 167 incidents of Israeli Navy shooting toward fishermen took place. 35 people, including seven children, were arrested, 11 people, including three children, were injured, and ten boats were confiscated. In February 2023, it was reported that the Israeli Navy assaulted Palestinian fishermen with gunfire and tear gas while sailing off the northern shores of Gaza, forcing them to return to the shore. Between 2006 and 2020, ten fishermen were killed by the Israeli military.
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THE SYRIAN GOLAN

Since Israel’s occupation of the Syrian Golan in 1967, Israel’s land grabs and natural resource exploitation in the Golan have included the appropriation of wind, oil, and water resources.

Before the Israeli occupation, the economy of the Golan was primarily based on agriculture. In 1968, Israel enacted a series of laws that legislated its exclusive access to the water resources of the Golan, including a law stating that ownership of land does not include ownership of the water on, or under it. This forbade Syrian farmers from accessing or utilizing the water on their land for agricultural purposes and has had a devastating impact on the primarily agricultural economy. Syrian residents in the occupied Golan have lost up to half of their agricultural land as a result of the Israeli occupation, as well as access to the water they source, leaving them forced to purchase water from Israeli companies and dependent on Israeli and settlements’ agricultural products.

Between 1968 and 2021, Israel established sixteen water complexes and reservoirs with a total capacity of 45 MCM in the occupied Golan, providing around one-third of Israel's annual water consumption.

Over the last decade, Israel has expanded the scope of its groundwater drilling activities in the Golan. In 2022, Mekorot executed its biggest drilling project so far, at a depth of 1,500 meters below the surface of the earth.

Settlement Production

The establishment of water infrastructure in the area has been crucial for the viability of Israeli settlements relying on irrigated agriculture as the main component of their economy. Israeli agriculture in the occupied Golan generates products worth around NIS 1.5 billion per year and provides a livelihood to most of the settlements in the area.

Water extracted from the Golan is also used by Israeli companies to produce mineral water, many Israeli wines, and a significant quantity of fruits and vegetables. For more on the Israeli exploitation of natural resources under occupation see Who Profits report: Greenwashing the Golan: The Israeli Wind Energy Industry in the Occupied Syrian Golan.

In December 2021, the Israeli government approved an investment of NIS 1 billion as part of a government plan to double the population of Israeli settlers in the Golan within five years. The plan includes the establishment of new settlements, the expansion of existing settlements, and the development
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of infrastructure and energy projects,\textsuperscript{145} entailing the destruction of open areas that will significantly harm the area’s ecology.\textsuperscript{146}

In a similar pattern to the oPt, while Israeli settlers and businesses in the Syrian Golan enjoy access to plentiful plundered water, the occupied Syrian population has suffered systematic discrimination in allotment of far lower water quotas.\textsuperscript{147} Israeli settlers enjoy unmeasured access to water, while the indigenous Syrian communities experience significant restrictions inhibiting their ability to sustain an agricultural economy.\textsuperscript{148}

In addition, the few local springs that Israel has allowed Syrian farmers access to, have been drying up as a result of the drilling activities and water extraction carried out by Mekorot and the Israeli authorities.\textsuperscript{149}
WATER INSIDE THE GREEN LINE

Palestinian local councils and municipalities inside the Green Line are discriminated against - in government budgets, urban planning, housing, infrastructure, and economic development - and constitute the poorest municipalities within Israel.150

In 2021, only about 80% of Palestinian households in ‘48 (the Naqab area excluded) were connected to the national water and sewage infrastructure, compared to about 90% among the general population. This means about 60,000 Palestinian (holders of Israeli citizenship) households that are not connected to the national infrastructure.151

Water in the Naqab

In a similar pattern to Area C of the occupied West Bank, Israel’s deliberate lack of water supply to facilitate forcible displacement is particularly acute in the Naqab region. Over 100,000 Palestinian Bedouins live in 35 villages that Israel refuses to recognize (referred to as the unrecognized villages). Of those villages, 31 pre-date the establishment of the Israeli state, whilst the remaining four were relocated there by Israeli military force during the 1948 Nakba.

All the unrecognized villages are slated for erasure and are systematically deprived of basic infrastructure and services to force residents to move to overcrowded and impoverished state-sanctioned Bedouin shanty towns and villages.152 The Israeli authorities are using a range of discriminatory policies to compel the Bedouin communities in the Naqab to move off their land, including violating their fundamental right to water.153

The lack of organized infrastructure means that residents are not connected to a regulated water supplier and there is no water corporation regulating the treatment of wastewater.154 The only way to get a supply of water is by privately connecting households to a central clock to which water is supplied through a private water supplier, or to connect directly to Mekorot company pipes at extremely high cost.155 In these cases, the water comes from central connections that are sometimes kilometers away from homes which harms the quality of the water.156 The piping is laid above the ground via improvised, plastic hose hook-ups or unhygienic metal containers, and is sometimes transported in plastic pipes for several kilometers157 from a water point located on a main road quite far from homes. In most villages, there is only one water point.158 The connection work is done and paid for by the residents themselves.159
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Even in localities recognized by Israel, the prevailing experience is inadequate infrastructure and lack of access to water. According to a State Comptroller report from 2021, water infrastructure is absent in 91% of Palestinian localities in the Naqab. Other public infrastructures such as electricity, sewage, sewage treatment, roads, and communication, are absent in 81.8% - 100% of the localities. As a result, residents suffer from difficulties in accessing water and pay a higher price than their neighboring Jewish towns and farms. This is characterized by a poor connection to water, low and discontinuous water pressure, and low water quality.

**Agriculture**

Water is crucial to the Bedouin community in the Naqab, not only for drinking but also for farming - in many cases the only source of livelihood for residents of the unrecognized villages. To encourage Jewish settlement in the Naqab, Jewish towns, and agricultural farms receive millions of dunams of land allocated to them by the Ministry of Agriculture. This land is also entitled to water allocation quotas at a reduced rate. The same does not apply to the Bedouin communities, which hold only several hundred acres of agricultural land and do not receive water quotas.

**Health and Education**

The absence of sufficient water services also affects adequate access to other services, such as health and education.

In 2020, the Association for Civil Rights (ACRI) appealed to the District Court with a demand to compel the Ministry of Education to provide a regular water supply to an educational complex in the village of Tel Arad. The complex, which was used as a kindergarten and grades 1 - 9, was cut off from water.

During the Covid-19 crisis, when people were instructed to stay in their homes and wash their hands more frequently and maintain hygiene, the water shortage deprived the residents of the necessary conditions to maintain their health.

In September 2022, sewage water flooding from the septic tanks near the village of Tel Sheva caused a sanitary and environmental hazard and harm to the quality of life of the residents. Although the water corporation and the local council are obligated to act to prevent such hazards by maintaining and upgrading the sewage infrastructure and septic tanks, pumping works were carried out only after a month following a request from ACRI.
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MEKOROT IN THE WORLD

The global water market generates about US$ 700 billion every year and is in constant annual growth.\textsuperscript{167} Given global climate challenges which have intensified in recent years and an increasing interest in the global market in smart water technologies for the benefit of efficient water management, Mekorot has positioned itself as one of the leading water companies in the world and has contributed to the establishment of Israel’s emergence as a water power.

In 2022, Mekorot expanded its activities abroad by signing a series of agreements with various countries. According to Mekorot, the company engages in developing the provision of its consulting and planning services to various countries and acts to expand and promote additional activities.

Mekorot’s operations in the global market include several countries in South America, Southeast Asia, Africa, the Mediterranean basin (Cyprus), and Europe.\textsuperscript{168} The company works with governments and a variety of business entities promoting collaborations with regional and municipal water companies in those countries, offering its services in water storage, recycling, transportation, desalination, drilling, and cyber protection.\textsuperscript{169}

In addition, Mekorot owns several patents and applications for patent registration in several countries in the field of filtration technology, pumping, and water purification, and has registered trademarks in the USA and the European Union.\textsuperscript{170}

An Overview of Mekorot’s Global Activities

Argentina

In February 2023, Mekorot signed five contracts in Argentina to consult on the planning of the water system in five districts in the country.\textsuperscript{171} Mekorot will help develop comprehensive master plans for Argentina’s water sector. The contracts are estimated at NIS 11 million.

These agreements join two additional agreements signed in August 2022 for the planning of water management in the main wine production districts in Argentina, the provinces of Mendoza and San Juan in central Argentina, where 95% of the wine in Argentina is produced.\textsuperscript{172}

Morocco

In November 2022, Mekorot signed a Memorandum of Understanding with Morocco’s National Office for Electricity and Drinking Water for the promotion of joint cooperation activities in the fields of seawater desalination, performance improvement, water sanitation, digital systems management, R&D, and innovation.\textsuperscript{173} The agreement comes as part of a series of business collaborations resulting from the 2020 Abraham Accords.
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Azerbaijan

In March 2022, Mekorot signed a contract to develop a master plan for water management in Azerbaijan. According to the agreement, Mekorot will create and design a master plan for the water sector for agriculture and will provide control and consulting services for several million NIS with the possibility of expanding the agreement in the future.

India

In July 2022, Mekorot signed a contract to provide consulting services in the field of water treatment in India. Mekorot provides consulting services for the development of a master plan for the water economy in Maharashtra State, and consulting services for the water economy in Punjab State.

Jordan

In November 2021, Israel and Jordan signed an electricity-for-water agreement through which Israel will supply up to 200 MCM of desalinated water in exchange for 600 megawatts of solar electricity provided by Jordan.

Bahrain

In March 2021, Mekorot signed an agreement with the authorities in Bahrain to consult in the field of water. According to the agreement, Mekorot will provide the Bahrain Water and Electricity Authority with consulting services for several projects in the fields of desalination facilities, automatic control systems for water stations, and technological upgrades. Mekorot's income from the agreement is expected to reach around US$ 3 million, with the option of extending the agreement to additional projects, totaling US$ 11 million. This was the first government to sign an agreement as part of the Abraham Agreements.

Romania

2016 – Mekorot inaugurated a new wastewater treatment plant in Romania, through a project valued at around US$ 10.5 million.

Mexico

In 2013, Mekorot signed a cooperation agreement with the Mexican national water commission (CONAGUA) for the development of strategies for the rehabilitation, management, and design of groundwater systems. The agreement’s first stage’s estimated cost is around US$ 5.5 million.
Cyprus
In 2009 and 2012, Mekorot won two tenders for the design, and construction of seawater desalination facilities and their operation for 25 years as published by the Cyprus government.183

North and South America
A consulting collaboration with the Inter-American Development Bank (USA) in the mapping of investment channels in South America.184
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